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• Quick disclaimer….

Presenter
Quick disclaimer – Breadth of sustainability light – energy heavyGreat body of work on these topics that Colorado resorts have contributed to thinking on these issues – esp. energy & climate change.



Whistler Sustainability Planning Context
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Energy & GHG Management Framework

1. Measurement and reporting of carbon emissions

2. Put a price signal on those carbon emissions

Carbon tax 
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Make a commitment to ‘carbon neutrality’
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reduce existing 
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remaining 
emissions

3. Integrate the carbon costs into ongoing
infrastructure management and financial decision making
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Presenter
RMOW tracks corporate operations very closelySimilar trend to community as a whole, though RMOW saw increase in consumption YOY as well as increase in emissions. However, if emission levels remain constant or decrease YOY, will meet 2015 target. Similar to community, many of the large conversion projects have already taken place, and continued reductions will be more challenging. 





Community-wide
GHG Emissions



Presenter
Emissions have remained relatively constant YOY due to a small amount of fuel switching, but the largest increase came from the switch from back from hydrogen to diesel. (~1,300 tCO2e) In terms of population equivalent, Whistler has become more efficient in terms of GHGs.This could be due to increased efficiency of buildings, transportation as they closer to capacity 



Presenter
Most emissions come from passenger vehicles, and stationary natural gas use. Electricity plays a very small role. Transit pie slice used to be close to the size of the little industrial electricity slice. 



33% by 2020
80% by 2050
90% by 2060

Presenter
We’re 17% below our 2007 baseline(rather than targeted 22%)





Presenter
Everything is ahead of target except for passenger vehicles (way behind, ~13,000 tCO2e)Transit was much further ahead, and will likely fall behind in 2015 as hydrogen buses were still running in the first part of 2014. Most major upgrades to buildings have been completed, any further gains in stationary fuels will come from fuel switching to electricity (possible to incentivize this some how as rates increase and natural gas becomes less expensive), and overall energy conservation. 



Presenter
High performance building supportDistrict Energy systemsGreen building policy, & Energy efficiency covenants on propertiesHomeowner incentive programsTraining courses for commercial building operators



Presenter
Transportation solutions include:Lower carbon vehicles (in our fleet and support public adoption) eg. electric (10 + 1 DCFC)Getting people out of the cars into self-propelled options.Recent survey indicates that almost 50%of perm residents bike or walk to work in summer.Drops to 12% in winter & personal vehicle use rises to 41%
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50% Mitigation 50% Adaptation



Key climate change(s) for Whistler

While future climate will still have year-to-year and decadal variability,

the key projected climate changes for Whistler are:

1. An increase in the intensity and frequency 
of heavy rain events

2. Longer, hotter, drier summers

3. Milder winters and changes in amount of 
precipitation as snow 
– especially at lower elevations

Presenter
Last 30-50 years may not be very good predictors of the next 30-50



Potential Impacts
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Open 
Conversation VRBO & AirBnB

Transportation
Parking
Reinvestment Initiatives
Growth Management
Economic Development 
Housing*



10% by 2020

Presenter
Since 2010, total estimated energy consumption has decreased by an average of ~2% each year. If this level of reduction is maintained, the community will easily meet the 2020 reduction target (will actually be ahead by ~200,000 GJ), and will be below the target curve in 2016. Are there any further reduction targets beyond 2020? Perhaps the CECAP can set new ones further in the future as we are on track to meet the 2020? 



Presenter
Overall consumption is down mainly due toa decrease in electricity consumption (down ~70,000GJ)Small decrease in fleet and passenger vehicle usage (down ~3,000 GJ and ~2,600 GJ,)Increase in transit and stationary natural gas use, but much smaller than decrease in electricity, so overall decline.



Presenter
Overall expenditure continues to increase despite a decrease in consumption as rates continue to rise.Expenditure per PE has decreased, Whistler more efficient when at high capacity. 
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